
Summani Documents’ Response to the Video Released by Paul Weston 

Announcing the Dissolution of the United Kingdom political party named 

Liberty GB and the Future of Political Nationalism  

 

 

The video of concern herein can be found at the following URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dti6BjZJtrI 

 

 

 

WESTON: “’Can Britain be saved democratically?’ is really the question of our time.  I’m 

inclined to think perhaps it isn’t.” 

 

I have mentioned in ‘The Second Enlightenment’ that the Influx’s increasing numbers in 

places like Britain are growing so quickly that perhaps only a handful of general elections are left 

before establishmentarian electoral means can no longer be effective tools in in the national 

reconstruction.  Weston uses the term “democratic” to describe this.  The perversion of this term 

by established orders must be recognised; it cannot be truly called democratic if the establishment 

perverts its mechanisms to the point beyond where the populace is no longer effectively 

represented.  Democratic means is not synonymous with electoral means; for example, I consider 

the actions of the French Revolution to be at the core democratic – even palaeo-democratic.  The 

Terror (the actions of purging the Revolution’s enemies prior to the Thermidorian Reaction) was 

not the creation of Robespierre (known to be a sensitive man who deeply respected human life) or 

the other Montagnards; it was a tool forced into the hands of the Convention by the irate mobs of 

the Third Estate, who were fed up with the injustices they had been made to bear.   

Again, we must not mistake the term “democracy” for “establishmentarian elections”. 

 

 

“Anti-Islamisation parties will come to power in Europe over the next five years, and 

meanwhile in Britain we have, as I say, absolutely nothing…” 

 

 For this, we can only hope and be grateful if this prediction holds true.  However, Weston 

is either ignorant or arrogantly dismissive if he believes that Britain has “absolutely nothing” in the 

way of movements dedicated to British identity, national reconstruction, anti-Islamisation, and 

such.  The UK has movements relating to this going back half a century, from the lame-duck 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dti6BjZJtrI


UKIP to the ultra-extreme Blood & Honour.  The oldest and most experienced of all these 

movements (and the one Summani Documents endorses) is the National Front.   

 

 

 “It’s quite possible that in years to come, we’re going to have a situation like The Troubles 

in Northern Ireland, and it’s going to become violent, and that wouldn’t surprise me at all, because 

if you do not have the democratic process – if you cannot vote for a party that can make a 

difference to the very real threat to our children and grandchildren – then what do you do?  And I 

foresee in the future that it will become violent, and politicians will be targetted, possibly for 

assassination, as will members of the media, and I know it sounds appalling, but in ten years time, 

if we do not have a proper party in this country to peacefully try to deal with this through the 

democratic process, this is what I think is, you know, is coming our way.” 

 

 I agree on The Troubles.  More than two years ago, early on in my writing of ‘The Second 

Enlightenment’, my study of Northern Irish Troubles was a great inspiration for me.  Watching 

documentaries on the Battle of the Bogside and Bloody Sunday reminded me greatly of the events 

I was seeing unfold before me, and I believed it was only a matter of time before the same began to 

happen in this conflict.  (Along with the Sicilians, I admire the Northern Irish for their durability in 

maintaining their sense of community in their respective territories in the face of enemy onslaught 

for long periods of time.  That ability to resist war fatigue is something that will have to be trained 

in other Euro-Aryan communities everywhere they are under threat from Influx.) 

 I mention in ‘The Second Enlightenment’ that our new era of war – fourth-generation 

warfare – will involve Medienwaffen – weaponised news and entertainment media that is targetted 

towards a particular faction, to intimidate, confuse, or provide morale and/or information on the 

enemy.  The embryos of such media have been noticed in last year’s presidential elections in the 

USA, and will continue to grow.  Without a united country, there will be no media that is 

universally trusted.  Media and journalists are no longer spectators on the sidelines talking to the 

cameras while the war rages on behind them: they are troops too. 

 Personally, I would prefer a genuinely segregated Ulster-type scenario over the current 

situation, in which only one community (namely, the jihadist) is doing any of the fighting.   

 Again, Mr Weston, there are plenty of nationalist movements, of all degrees in the United 

Kingdom; it is their lack of cooperation, not their lack of enthusiasm or coverage, that impairs 

them. 

 

 

 

 



 Mr Weston goes on to describe a party larger than his own, led by one Anne Marie 

Waters, and has decided that for the purposes of avoiding vote-splitting and of pooling resources, 

that Liberty GB should dissolve and join Waters’ party For Britain.   

Now, although I agree with Mr Weston that vote-splitting amongst Britain’s identitarian, nationalist, 

and fascist movements must be avoided, this does not go far enough.  There remain other parties 

that need to be involved in non-competition agreements with the Liberty GB-For Britain party.  I 

keep up-to-date as much as I can on British nationalist movements, and the fact that I’ve never 

heard of For Britain today concerns me; what political upstarts are running this party?  Why not 

join the National Front – which is both the oldest of the registered nationalist parties in Britain, 

and also has the most experienced membership?  Perhaps, in spite of these grand qualifications, 

the National Front is ‘too old-looking’.  Why not then Britain First?  Under Tommy Robinson, 

this party has been an aggressive and effective advocate for the protection of British identity, and in 

particular has been the most confrontative towards rapist Muslims in Britain.  (In my opinion, an 

alliance between the experienced National Front and the aggressive Britain First would be a very 

effective deterrent against further Islamisation in the United Kingdom) 

 

 Until and if Mr Weston and yet another new nationalist party in Britain agree to non-

competition agreements with Britain First, whatever remains of the BNP, and especially the 

National Front, his attempt to avoid splitting support between Liberty GB and For Britain will have 

no effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This statement has been issued by Summani Documents exclusively for Archive.org. 



 

 

 

 

 

 


